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Abstract. Background: Wire-guided localization (WGL) has
been the mainstay for localizing non-palpable breast lesions
before excision. Due to its limitations, various wireless
alternatives have been developed. In this prospective study, we
evaluate the role of radiation-free wireless localization using
the SAVI SCOUT® localization at a European centre. Patients
and Methods: This technique was evaluated in a prospective
cohort of 20 patients. The evaluation focused on clinical and
pathological parameters in addition to patient and physician
acceptance. Results: SAVI SCOUT reflectors (n=23) were
deployed to localize 22 occult breast lesions and one axillary
lymph node in 20 patients. The mean deployment duration was
5.6 min, with a mean distance from the lesion of 0.6 mm. The
migration rate was 0% and the mean identification and
retrieval time was 25.1 min. In patients undergoing
therapeutic excision for malignancy (n=17), only one (5.9%)
required reoperation for positive surgical margins.
Radiologists and surgeons rated the technique as better than
WGL and patient satisfaction was high. Conclusion: Our study
demonstrates that wireless localization using SAVI SCOUT®
is an effective and time-efficient alternative to WGL with
excellent physician and patient acceptance.

The number of patients with non-palpable breast lesions has
increased due to the widespread improvement and use of
screening mammography (1). In addition, there has been an
increase in the use of neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NACT) for
breast cancer (2). Partial or complete response often renders
breast tumours non-palpable and therefore accurate
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preoperative localization of these lesions is essential in order
to guide precise surgical excision.
Wire-guided localization (WGL) is currently the most
widely used technique on a global scale, however, this
technique has several disadvantages. It requires close
coordination between the radiological and surgical
departments, the insertion usually being performed on the
day of surgery thus affecting radiology suite and operating
theatre efficiency. The protruding wire can be bothersome
for the patient, causing discomfort and anxiety. It also carries
the risk of dislodgement, particularly if it is placed on the
day before surgery for logistical reasons, where patient
discomfort from the wire with difficulty in sleeping position,
and wire dislodgement factors become of definite concern.
During surgery, the wire can be transected or displaced,
leading to fragment retention and possible migration.
Furthermore, it can limit the surgical incision and dissection
route, with a potential adverse impact on the aesthetic
outcome, and can also rarely lead to potential injury to other
organs such as the pleura, causing pneumothorax (3).
Another potential limitation of WGL that is under-reported
in the literature is the risk of needle stick injury to surgical
staff caused by the sharp end of the wire. Therefore, other
alternatives have been evolving to overcome these
disadvantages. These include radioactive seed localization
(RSL) (4), localization with a radiofrequency tag (5), and
magnetic seed localization (6). Although these techniques
appear to be safe and reliable alternatives to WGL, they have
challenges and limitations to their use.
We previously reported our experience with the use of
magnetic seed localization (Magseed®; Endomag,
Cambridge, UK) and radiofrequency identification (RFID)
tags (LOCalizer™; Hologic, Santa Carla, CA, USA) in the
localization of non-palpable breast lesions (7, 8). Our studies
showed that these techniques were safe and effective
alternatives to WGL.
SAVI SCOUT® (Cianna Medical Inc, Aliso Viejo, CA,
USA) is a non-radioactive, wireless localization technique in
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which a reflector is inserted into the breast lesion and reflects
a combination of infra-red and radar signals from a handheld
detector thereby enabling lesion localization. This device is
approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
for long-term placement and can be inserted at any time prior
to surgery (9, 10).
In this study, we evaluated the performance of the SAVI
SCOUT® system in the management of non-palpable breast
lesions and report the first European experience in the use of
this method.

Patients and Methods

Patients. Female patients (aged 18 years or older) with non-palpable
breast lesions requiring surgical excision were enrolled in this study.
The indications for surgery included screen-detected non-palpable
malignancy (n=14), malignant lesions rendered non-palpable post
NACT (n=4), and pathologically intermediate non-palpable lesions
(B3/B4) (n=3) which required diagnostic surgical excision. This was
an observational clinical evaluation; hence a formal ethical approval
was not required. However, the use of this technology was approved
by the multidisciplinary Breast Cancer Board of the London Breast
Institute and subsequently by the clinical governance team of The
Princess Grace Hospital. The technique was explained to all patients
and informed consent was obtained. All cases were discussed at the
local multidisciplinary consensus conference prior to and after
surgery.

Procedure. The SAVI SCOUT® localization system (SSLS) (Cianna
Medical Inc.) was used for all patients. SSLS consists of an
implantable reflector, a detector handpiece and a console (Figure 1).
The 12-mm reflector is percutaneously inserted into the breast tissue
through a 16-gauge delivery needle (5-10 cm long) under image
guidance (either ultrasound or stereotactic mammogram) (Figure 2).
The handpiece emits pulses of infrared light and electromagnetic
waves into the breast tissue and receives a radar signal back from
the implanted reflector in the target lesion in real time. The
pulsating infrared light modulates the reflector so that it returns a
unique radar signal to the handpiece. The console processes the
returned radar signal to provide audible and visual feedback, which
increases in cadence and numerical readout with increasing
proximity of the handpiece to the reflector, therefore guiding
surgical excision.
Image-guided insertion of the reflectors into the non-palpable
breast lesions was performed up to 8 days prior to surgery. After
deployment, its position was checked using a post procedure
mammogram. The duration of localization in minutes was recorded
for every case.
Following informed written consent, 23 lesions in 20 patients
were operated upon consecutively by the same surgeon. Reflectors
were inserted up to 8 days before surgery using ultrasound (n=22)
or stereotactic guidance (n=1). A post-deployment control
mammography film was obtained in all cases in order to confirm
the position of the reflector in relation to the target (Figures 3 and
4). The SAVI SCOUT® hand piece and console were used to
localize the reflector and to confirm the presence of the reflector in
the excised breast tissue. The duration of identification and retrieval
of the reflectors including wound closure was recorded in minutes
for every patient. Specimen mammography was subsequently
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Figure 1. SAVI SCOUT® console.

Figure 2. The SAVI SCOUT® reflector. Size comparison.

performed to confirm the retrieval and position of the reflector.
Specimen weight in grams was recorded for every case.

Outcome measures. The clinical and pathological parameters, the
reported perceptions of the patient and the feedback from the
surgeon and the radiologist were recorded. Specifically, the clinical
and pathological evaluation focused on: successful deployment;
successful identification and retrieval; duration of localization/
insertion; duration of identification and retrieval; the weight of the
resected specimen; migration rate (>5 mm) of the reflector; status
of the radial surgical margins and the need for re-operation (the
surgical margins were considered clear when the final radial margin
was at least 2 mm away from the tumour for ductal carcinoma in
situ and 1 mm away from the tumour for invasive cancer); patient
experience and post-operative score, and surgeon’s and radiologists’
feedback.
Patient satisfaction with the procedure was obtained using a 10point ascending visual analogue scale. This survey was completed
after deployment of markers or surgery.
Post-operative pain score was obtained using a 10-point
ascending visual analogue scale. This survey was completed on the
day of surgery or during a follow up clinic.
The surgeon and the radiologists were asked to compare their
experience with SAVI SCOUT® compared with WGL on a scale
from neutral, better or much better.
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Figure 3. Specimen radiograph demonstrating the reflector (R) adjacent
to the marker clip (M) in a patient who had a screen detected T1aN0
tumour and for whom the margins were clear. The titanium clips have
been placed for orientation: one for superior (s); two for medial (m);
three for inferior (i).

Results

A total of 23 SAVI SCOUT® reflectors were used to localize
22 breast lesions (19 therapeutic excisions of malignancy and
four diagnostic excisions for B3 or B4 lesions) and one axillary
lymph node in 20 patients (mean age=50.8 years, range=27-76
years). The reflectors were deployed under ultrasound guidance
(n=22/23) or stereotactic mammogram (n=1/23) within 8 days
before surgery [the mean interval until surgical excision for the
cancer cases was 2.25 days (range=0-8 day)] to guide surgical
excision of 22 non-palpable breast lesions and one axillary
lymph node in 20 patients. All patients experienced successful
deployment of the SAVI SCOUT® reflectors (100%). The
mean duration of deployment of the reflectors was 5.6 min
(median=5 min, range=1-15 min).
The mean distance between the deployed reflector and the
lesion was 0.6 mm (range=0-3 mm). The rate of migration
(displacement of reflector by more than 5 mm from the
initial deployment position) was 0%. Identification/retrieval
of the SAVI SCOUT® reflectors was successful in 22/23
patients (identification rate=95.7%). In one patient, the signal
in the breast was detected in the radiology suite but could
not be detected in the operating room. We therefore used
skin marking to perform the excision and reflector retrieval

Figure 4. Specimen radiograph demonstrating the localization of
malignant microcalcifications using the SAVI SCOUT® reflector
(arrow).

successfully. We subsequently modified the protocol to
include signal detection in the anaesthetic room prior to
anaesthetizing the patient and ensuring the availability of a
second handpiece in the operating room. The mean duration
of identification and retrieval was 25.1 min (median=23 min,
range=15-50 min). The recorded operating time included
hemostasis, wound repair, and closure.
In patients undergoing therapeutic excision of malignant
lesions (n=17), only one patient (5.9%) required reoperation
for positive surgical margins. This patient therefore
underwent further surgery (nipple-sparing mastectomy and
immediate reconstruction). One patient had a minor wound
complication in the form of superficial skin scab formation
near the entry site of the stereotactic vacuum biopsy and
SAVI SCOUT® reflector deployment that was treated
conservatively and resolved spontaneously. The mean
specimen weight for malignant cases was 21.1 g
(median=15.3 g, range=7.5-70 g).
Patient feedback regarding their satisfaction with the
experience was obtained from 17 patients, with a mean score
of 9.8 out of 10 (median=10, range=9-10) using a linear
visual analogue scale.
Post-operative pain score was obtained from 11 out of 17
patients with cancer using a linear visual analogue scale with
a mean score of 3.1 (median=2, range=0-6). One patient
developed a postoperative haematoma that required surgical
evacuation and another patient (on full anticoagulation due
to factor V Leiden genotype) developed a partial wound
3
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Table I. Pathological characteristics, localization details, patient feedback and post-operative pain score in therapeutic cancer cases.
Case

Age,
years

1

52

3
4
5
Lesion 1
Lesion 2
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
Breast
Axilla
16

46
55
58

2

17

50

66
74
60
74
53
76
50
59
27
45

Distance of
scout to
target on
Mammogram
(mm)

Duration of
deployment
(min)

Duration of
identification
and retrieval
(min)

Specimen
weight
(g)

Pathological
TNM
stage*

Margin
status

Postoperative
pain score
(scale=0-10)

Patient
satisfaction
(scale=0-10)

0

0

5

20

5

10

5
5

15
50

14.5
25

Multifocal 18 and 16 mm/
pT1cN0
High and intermediate
grade DCIS/pTis 41 mm
8 mm G1 IDC/pT1bN0
14 mm G2 IDC/pT1cN0

Clear

0
0

5

31

Clear
Clear

4.5
2
4.5

9
10
9

0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
3

36

3
0
0

62

4.5

5
5
4
5
3
10
15
2
3
2
3

5
3
4

15

29

11.5
11.5
15
28
25
38
40
19
45
23
26

20
20
37
22

31

9.5
9.5
12
10.5
21.5
39.5
34
7.5
11.5
70
16

24 mm G2 and 8 mm G1 IDC/
ypT2(multi)N1mic
6 mm G1 IDC/pT1bN0
22 mm G2 IDC/pT2 N0
25 mm G3 IDC/pT2N1
pT1aN0
pT1cN0
pTis
ypT1N0
T1cN0
ypT0N0

19.5

T3N0

14.5

13

ypT0N0

Tis

5

Clear

Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear

10

2
2
obtained
obtained
2
obtained
obtained
1
0
obtained

10
10
10
9
10
10
10
10
10
Not obtained

Focally Not obtained
positive
for DCIS
Not obtained
clear

Not obtained

Clear

Not
Not

Not
Not
Not

10

T: Tumour size; N: nodal status; p: pathology; Tis: tumour in situ; G: grade; DCIS: ductal carcinoma in situ; IDC: invasive ductal carcinoma; *The
8th Edition of the American Joint Committee on Cancer staging (34).

dehiscence that was sutured under local anaesthesia in the
outpatient setting. Neither complication was specifically
related to the use of Savi Scout.
The surgeon rated his experience with SAVI SCOUT® as
much better than WGL in all 20 patients. Six radiologists
rated their experience as much better (n=9/19), better
(n=9/19) and neutral (n=1/19) compared to WGL.

Discussion

Although previously accepted as the mainstay of localization
for impalpable breast lesions since the 1980s, wire
localization has a number of pitfalls that are well recognised.
These pitfalls include wire displacement; wire fragmentation;
wire migration; inflexible scheduling of placement for
surgery; needle stick injuries to surgeons; and of course, the
discomfort and anxiety it produces for patients, many of
whom have wires placed on the day of surgery. Its
advantages, however, are that most breast radiologists and
surgeons are well trained in their use, it is an affordable
4

practice and wires can be placed under magnetic resonance
imaging guidance (11).
An alternative to WGL was first described by Dauway et
al. in 1999, where they described the procedure of RSL (12).
In this approach, a 125I titanium seed is placed at the site of
the lesion using radiological guidance, and is located
intraoperatively by a gamma camera. The benefits of this
technique included flexible scheduling, as localization can
be performed up to 5 days prior to surgery, and avoidance of
the discomfort associated with a protruding wire (13). Since
then, subsequent studies have also shown that RSL has lower
positive margin rates and can be more cost-effective than
WGL (14, 15). The limitation of RSL is that, due to its
radioactivity, the seeds cannot be retained for more than 5
days and should always be retrieved once deployed.
Furthermore, radiation can cause local tissue damage and
radioactive materials needed for this technique require
special handling and disposal precautions and carry a
significant regulatory burden which has to be considered
when setting up an RSL service (13). The 5-day retention
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Table II. Pathological characteristics, localization details and patient feedback in diagnostic cases.
Case

1
2
Lesion 1
Lesion 2
3

Age,
years
58
47
69

Distance of scout
to target on
Mammogram
(mm)

Duration of
localization
(min)

0
0
0

4
4
15

0

1

Duration of
identification
and retrieval
(min)

Specimen
weight
(g)

Pathology

Patient
satisfaction

19
19
15

7.5

11.5
13.5
18.5

Papilloma

10

period limits its utilization in the NACT setting.
Since the evolution of wireless localization, a number of
different radiation-free methods have been developed. The
use of magnetic tracers was pioneered during the magnetic
sentinel node and occult lesion localization (MagSNOLL)
trial, which was a prospective feasibility study concerning
the use of a ferromagnetic suspension in place of the radiolabelled tracer for sentinel node biopsy and tumour
localization . This suspension is injected into the tumour and
can then be detected intra-operatively by handheld
magnetometers developed and used in this trial (16).
The MagSNOLL trial resulted in the development of
magnetic seed localization (Magseed®; Endomag) which
deploys a 5 mm seed through an 18-gauge introducer. It is
now Council of Europe-marked and FDA-approved for use
in patients (17, 18). The birth of this technique has meant it
can be used not only to localize tumours but also
pathological lymph nodes prior to commencing NACT and
therefore facilitating targeted axillary dissection. The
magnetic seed is physically sound and is relatively small in
size (5×1 mm) compared with other non-radioactive markers.
The seed can be deployed any time prior to surgery and a
number of studies have shown excellent results with respect
to positive margin rates and patient tolerability (18, 19).
This relatively small size of the magnetic seed and narrow
introducer needle (18-gauge) represent certain advantages
over other similar technologies facilitating easier chip
deployment in dense breasts and for small breast lesions
(20). Furthermore, the introducer needle is calibrated for
stereotactic deployment at the time of vacuum biopsy of
malignant micro-calcifications. There are, however,
limitations. The seed interferes with magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), resulting in significant artefacts, making this
imaging modality void of accuracy especially when assessing
response to NACT. The Magseed® can be accurately
detected at a depth of up to 4 cm (17) but less reliably the

18

Benign breast change
Papilloma
Malignant
adenomyoepithelioma
plus multiple
papillomatosis

10

Not obtained

greater the depth, which can be potentially problematic for
patients with large breasts and very deeply located tumours.
Finally, all metal surgical instruments need to be removed
from the surgical field when the probe is in use, which can
prove tedious (11). In a pooled analysis of 1,559 Magseeds,
we reported a successful placement rate of 94.42% and a
successful localization rate of 99.86%; however, we found
no statistically significant difference between re-excision
rates using Magseeds and WGL (20).
Another approach to wireless occult breast lesion localization
is the use of RFIDs. The LOCalizerTM system by Hologic Inc.
is the most recent development in the wireless localization of
occult breast system and uses RFID technology. It has a current
license in the European Union and United States for deployment
at any time prior to surgery (8, 19). Each tag has a unique
identification number that is displayed on the detecting probe,
thus allowing the use of multiple tags in the same setting e.g.
bracketing extensive microcalcifications (8). However, there are
some disadvantages to this technique. Although the glass casing
of the LOCalizer™ chip prevents local tissue injury in the case
of contact between the electro-cautery tool and the chip, the
glass casing introduces the risk of chip migration due to its
slippery surface and retention of glass fragments in the case of
fracture. Furthermore, the LOCalizer™ utilises a wider bore
needle (12-gauge) than other wireless technologies, making
deployment of RFID tags more challenging, especially in the
presence of dense breast tissue and scarring (8).
Other wireless tumour localization methods mentioned in
the literature include intra-operative ultrasound-guided,
haematoma-guided, radio guided occult lesion localization
combined with methylene blue dye injection, and cryoassisted localization. These are regarded to be only of
academic interest (21).
The SAVI SCOUT® system as used in this study is
Council of Europe-marked and FDA-approved for long-term
placement in breast and soft tissues (22). As previously
5
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Figure 5. Minimal magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) void signals at the site of reflector localizing the tumour in the upper inner quadrant of the
right breast. A: Right craniocaudal mammogram view. B: Right mediolateral mammogram view. C: T1-Weighted non-subtracted MRI image post
contrast. D: T2-Weighted MRI image showing minimal MRI void.

described, the system uses a micro impulse radar reflector to
achieve localization. Our report represents the first European
experience using the SAVI SCOUT® system. We observed
100% successful deployment with a 0% migration rate. The
margin positivity and reoperation rate in our study was 5.9%
for malignant cases, which is significantly lower than those
reported for WGL (13-21%) (3, 23, 24).
The mean weight of the excised surgical specimen in our
series (21.1 g) seems to be lower than that reported for WGL
(37.42 g) (25).
The mean time for successful deployment in our study
was 5.6 min, which is significantly shorter than that reported
6

for wire localization (10 min) (26), thus resulting in time
efficiency in the radiology suite, with potential costeffectiveness implications. Another benefit of this technique
that is particularly applicable to TAD and patients receiving
NACT because it can be implanted any time prior to surgery
(27). Furthermore, the SAVI SCOUT® technology produces
minimal MRI void signals (less than 5 mm compared to 4
cm and 2 cm produced by Magseed® and RFID,
respectively). This makes it suitable for deployment at the
time of diagnostic biopsy in patients who are likely to
require MRI to monitor responses to NACT (24), thus
eliminating the need for a second invasive procedure. Two
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Figure 6. Specimen radiograph. Targeted axillary dissection using SAVI
SCOUT® to localize the clipped node post neoadjuvant chemotherapy.

patients in our study had MRI after SAVI SCOUT®
deployment: One had no void signals and one had minimal
artefacts (less than 5 mm) (Figure 5).
Bloomquist et al. demonstrated how the reflectors can be
used in targeted axillary node dissection by insertion of the
reflector into clipped abnormal nodes (29). This makes the
SAVI SCOUT® system an ideal localization method for
patients with positive axillary lymph nodes who require
NACT. One patient in our study had a SAVI SCOUT®
reflector inserted into a previously clipped malignant axillary
lymph node prior to commencing NACT. The reflector in
this case was deployed 8 days prior to surgery since the
original license limited the permitted period of deployment
to within 30 days of surgery. However, since the permitted
deployment period has been extended to ‘long term’, we now
tend to insert the SAVI SCOUT® reflector at the time of
suspicious lymph node biopsy, thus avoiding a second
procedure. Harvesting the clipped node following NACT for
biopsy-proven axillary node involvement at initial
presentation reduces the false-negative rate to around 2%
(30). We used SAVI SCOUT® to identify and retrieve the
clipped node (Figure 6). It was as easy as using the nuclear
medicine probe for identification in sentinel node biopsy.
This patient achieved a pathological complete response in
both breast and axilla.
Srour et al. compared the SAVI SCOUT® system to WGL
and RSL and observed no difference in margin positivity,
specimen volume or 30-day complication rate (28). Its

Figure 7. Specimen radiograph demonstrating the deployed reflectors
under ultrasound guidance to localize two residual tumours following
neoadjuvant chemotherapy. The SAVI SCOUT® console and probe were
able to discriminate between the two reflectors which were 17.36 mm
apart.

benefits over WGL, like other wireless techniques, is
decoupling of surgery and radiology interventions and the
lack of an external component, thus eliminating the
possibility of displacement or transection. The real-time
navigation with digital display of the distance between the
probe and reflector in millimetres allows the operating
surgeon to centre the targeted lesion in the middle of the
specimen more accurately. This feature is not currently
available in the Magseed system.
When compared to RSL, the radioactive element to this
technique involves strict nuclear regulatory requirements,
which can be a significant burden and limitation, eliminated
by the use of SAVI SCOUT®.
The initial high cost is a potential limitation of the SAVI
SCOUT® device compared with WGL; however, improved
efficiency in the operating room and radiology suite may
provide substantial financial savings. The SAVI SCOUT®
localization system requires an initial capital purchase and a
disposable purchase per procedure. Although it is
substantially more expensive than WGL on a simple cost
level, the total cost to the medical facility is multifactorial.
Switching from WGL to SAVI SCOUT® was estimated to
result in cost savings of $1,972 per case due to reduction in
operating room waiting time (31). Economic analysis should
be undertaken to evaluate purchase price reimbursement over
7
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radiology and theatre efficiency, patient satisfaction and
other relevant quality metrics (32, 33).
Accurate detection using Savi Scout® is up to 6 cm in
depth, which is greater than that for Magseed® and
LOCalizer® (17). Its limitations include the inability to
reposition the reflector once deployed, lack of MRIcompatible delivery system, nickel allergy, and intraoperative detection failure due to the presence of haematoma
(17, 20, 32). It is also recognised that the reflector can be
inactivated by electrocautery if the latter comes into close
range. Reflector deactivation by electrocautery through
short-circuiting has been reported and this seems to occur
despite the fact that the reflector incorporates a specific
mechanism to minimize it (27). However, this is unlikely to
compromise surgical excision since in such circumstances
the marker becomes visible to the operating surgeon.
In our study, the signal was detected from the surface of
the skin in the operating room in 96% of cases. The single
case of reflector failure observed in our study occurred prior
to commencing surgery and we are unable to explain the
underlying mechanism. Therefore, we have modified our
protocol to safeguard against this by ensuring that there is a
detectable signal in the anaesthetic room and making
available a second handpiece in the operating room.
The SAVI SCOUT® method has been shown to be a safe,
reliable and effective technique for the localization of breast
cancer in several studies conducted in the United States (23,
26, 32). A study conducted by Jadeja et al. in 2017 also
demonstrated the feasibility of using multiple reflectors in
the same breast and for bracketing of large lesions (33). One
patient in our study had two residual tumours following
NACT which were successfully localized and excised with
the SAVI SCOUT® system using two reflectors in the same
breast (Figure 7).
We have found that this wireless breast localization
technology is very helpful in the COVID-19 era when
radiology resources are reduced or unpredictable on the day
of surgery. Furthermore, the procedure is safer than wire
insertion (closed vs. open) from a virological perspective.
Since we currently tend to deploy the SAVI SCOUT® (no
MRI void signals) at the time of tumour biopsy for highly
suspicious lesions, the need for a second procedure to
localize the tumour is eliminated, thereby reducing the
number of hospital attendances and the potential for COVID19 exposure.
The excellent feedback received in our study confirms the
high acceptance of Savi Scout by patients and physicians.
However, we acknowledge that our physician-directed
questionnaire introduces inherent bias by suggesting this
technology is likely to be superior to WGL.
As far as we are aware, our study is the first reported
European experience of Savi Scout in breast cancer and
supports the current evidence that this technique is reliable,
8

safe and effective. The minimal migration due to the inherent
design characteristics of the reflector and absence of
significant MRI void signals represent distinct advantages of
the SAVI SCOUT® system over other wireless localization
technologies such as Magseed® and Localizer™.
The SAVI SCOUT ® localization system can be
improved further by the development of an introducer
needle that is MRI compatible and by reducing the length
of the reflector. The latter can have different designs that
allow discrimination between multiple reflectors used in
the same patient when bracketing large areas of
microcalcifications.
We acknowledge that our study has certain limitations. It
is a single-centre review with a small sample size and lacks
direct comparison with WGL. A prospective randomized
controlled trial would be necessary to fully compare WGL
and SAVI SCOUT® guided localization.

Conclusion

The SAVI SCOUT® localization system is an accurate and
reliable method for the localization of non-palpable breast
lesions requiring surgical excision, with time efficiency
improvement in both the radiology suite and operating theatre.
It is highly accepted by patients, radiologists and surgeons.
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